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FUTURE CONTINUOUS
TENSE WORKSHEET

1.  She will be going to a resort somewhere tomorrow.

Negative: ___________________________________________________________

Interrogative: _______________________________________________________

Transform these positive statements into negative and
interrogative using the future continuous tense.

https://grammarist.com/grammar/future-continuous-tense/

2. I will be going to the airport when Johnny’s plane lands.

Negative: ___________________________________________________________

Interrogative: _______________________________________________________

3. Everyone will be waiting for you on the big screen this Sunday.

Negative: ___________________________________________________________

Interrogative: _______________________________________________________

Choose the correct verb tense to use in each sentence.

4. I ______________ sushi.

A. Make               B. Will Make              C. Will be making

5. This evening, the family ___________________ horror movies.

A. Will be watching           B. Will watch            C. Would watch

6. Her sister _________________ out when she graduates.

A. Will be moving              B. Will move              C. Is moving

https://grammarist.com/grammar/present-perfect-tense/
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7. The student ________________ the bus while the teacher walks.

A. Will be riding                 B. Will Ride              C. Has ridden

8. I _________________ until noon because my body needs to rest.

A. Will sleep           B. Will not be sleeping            C. Will be sleep

9. ___________ she ____________ next month?

A. Will go                B. Will be going                    C. Will have gone

10. I __________ when the Smiths arrive.

A. Will be showering         B. Will shower        C. Will have showered

https://grammarist.com/grammar/present-perfect-tense/
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1. Negative: She will not be going to a resort somewhere tomorrow.

Interrogative: Will she be going to a resort somewhere tomorrow?

2. Negative: I will not be going to the airport when Johnny’s plane lands.

Interrogative: Will I be going to the airport when Johnny’s plane lands?

3. Negative: Everyone will not be waiting for you on the big screen this

Sunday.

Interrogative: Will everyone be waiting for you on the big screen this

Sunday?

4. B (We use the simple future tense because the exact time is not

indicated)

5. A/B (Both verb tenses are correct. The simple future tense shows that

the act of watching horror movies will be done in an instant. The future

continuous tense shows that watching movies will be an ongoing action).

6. A (multiple future actions)

7. A

8. C

9. A/B

10. A
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